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If people had lightweight, bendable, or even foldable, displays, they would be
able to enjoy broadcasting, not just at home, but anywhere that broadcast waves
can be received, e.g., in cars or on trains. To achieve this dream, we are studying

organic EL devices and LC film devices.
For the elemental technologies in such flexible displays, our research

encompasses efficient, long-life display materials, device structures of reduced
weight and enhanced flexibility, and the low-temperature process device fabrication
technology for flexible plastic substrate applications. 

To improve the brightness of the flexible display, we are studying device-driver
technology. Producing a display with superior image quality will require drives that
can precisely control electrical current within the device. Research on such a
technology includes studies on an organic transistor fabrication method and a
driving method/driving circuit for organic EL/LC film devices.

Our goal is to create a display system that goes far beyond the conventional
concept of television.

The high video/audio quality of digital Hi-Vision (HDTV) broadcasting is one
of the attractions of digital BS broadcasting services. Digital compression
technology is required to transmit HDTV signals, which have enormous data

sizes, on the limited transmission band of digital broadcasting. Digital terrestrial TV
broadcasting, which will start in December of this year, will require an even higher
compression efficiency in order to broadcast HDTV programming on a transmission
band that is narrower than that of digital BS broadcasting.

STRL is cooperating with government through its research and development of
high compression encoding technology for digital HDTV broadcasting. The
technologies developed by STRL have contributed to a drastic improvement in
picture quality for scenes with stroboscopic lighting or a lot of movement, which
had been prone to significant picture deterioration caused by digital data
compression. We plan to implement this technology with the help of related
departments and divisions of NHK.

Progress will be made on providing higher-quality broadcasting services, which
take into consideration the variety of digital terrestrial broadcasting viewing styles,
not only for home receivers but also for receivers in moving cars or portable
receivers.
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